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Woman sues after menopause drug gives her breast cancer
VANCOUVER/CKNW(AM980)
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NEWS
BC Supreme Court has certified a class action lawsuit, which began by a Sechelt woman who
developed breast cancer after taking hormone replacement therapy.
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Dianna Stanway took Premarin for seven years for relief of symptom of menopause.
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She stopped taking the drug after reading news reports linking it to breast cancer.

Hamilton

Two months later, Stanway was diagnosed with ductal and lobular breast cancer.
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Her suit alleges that the defendants, Wyeth Canada Inc, marketed Premarin and Premplus for
decades without sufficient research as to their safety, and failed to investigate warning signs, dating
back to the 1970s, concerning the risks posed by their drugs.
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It also alleges that the defendants used "ghostwriting" in scientific journals to distort and downplay the
risks.
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Stanway says she never would have used the drug, had she known the risks.
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She won her battle with cancer, but says she wants to help all Canadian women, and their families,
who have been harmed by this drug.
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Questions of conflict of interest mount against Kwantlen Student Association
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You've got Chlamydia! BC CDC launching E-Card partner STI notification service
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Black bear warning in Anmore
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Charges laid in Vancouver's 6th murder of the year
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Markets Tumble
Public to have it's say on Metro Vancouver's latest environmental initiative
Woman swept away by Cheakamus River still missing
Canada Line service expanding
Murder in Surrey
Kelowna RCMP investigating suspicious death of 21 year old
VPD calls Celebration of Light a success, but says there's still too much liquor
Canada's "Then and Now" a big hit with crowds at English Bay
One dead and one missing after fly-fishing mishap near Whistler
More B.C. firefighters heading to Ontario
Korea bound Air Canada flight forced to return to Vancouver
West Vancouver Police investigating grow-op on site of Millenium Properties project
Now that the votes are in...
NDP says equity rule under review
Attorney General says even tougher drinking and driving laws in BC not out of the question
COPE's popularity is up, but party says it's too early to say whether it will run mayoral
candidate in 2014
HST referendum deadline passes
Bigfoot Triathalon cancelled
Fight HST says hundreds have not received ballots
Police investigating eight fires
read more
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